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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing technology is used as inexpensive systems 

to gather and utilize computational capability. This 

technology improves applications services by arranging 

machines and distributed resources in a single huge 

computational entity. Clouds consist of data centers which are 

owned by the same institute. The homogeneity within each 

data centre in the infrastructure is the main feature for the 

cloud computing but any conflict between heterogeneous data 

centers and/or different administration domains can become a 

serious issue for cloud interoperability and privacy. This 

paper suggests a new framework to solve the interoperability 

problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is a huge amount of distributed and dynamic 

resources from storage, computing power and services that are 

provided on request to customers over the Internet [16]. In 

general, the cloud computing resources locates in a huge data 

storage centre and is organized by a third party, who offers 

computing infrastructures which can be accessed from 

anywhere by anyone with internet services [9]. Many authors, 

such as [6, 13, 18, 10, 17], sketch out the fact that cloud 

computing is a modern distributed computing environment 

and business concept, that supplies software, computing 

power and storage on demand, distributed over the internet. 

The main words in the prior description are (on demand). The 

use of cloud computing is variety from handling and 

managing large scale of data, resolving complex scientific 

challenges utilizing clouds and organizing login to medical 

records for example [12]. Figure (1) shows the architecture 

model for the cloud computing. 

Such an example of a cloud computing is Amazon’s Elastic 

Compute Cloud (EC2) [1] which allows clients to ―rent‖ 

computer slots in Amazon’s data centre. Generally, this 

feature is used in coordination with another data storage 

service called Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) [2]. The 

cost of these services either to be calculated in relation to the 

disk storage that being used by the customer’s monthly and 

extra costs for data transfer, or charged in relation of instance-

hours; one instance-hour can be defined as the data handling 

ability for a specific computational element for one hour [9]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Cloud Computing [14, 3] 

Another example of utilizing cloud computing is what Rolim 

et al.[20] has introduced to utilize cloud computing in the 

Health Care Institutions. Where ―sensors‖ are connected to 

medical tools and equipments which are then inter-connected 

to swap services with other institution’s computing network 

services and installations by utilizing computing and wireless 

sensor networks. Later the data becomes presented in the 

cloud, and then processed by professional teams or distributed 

to medical parties for examination. This system is considered 

a low cost way to enhance the quality of medical support 

delivery [24]. 

Generally the two main methods that can be used to utilize the 

cloud computing environment are; in one method the cloud 

cluster holds the user’s application, which can be presented as 

a web service reachable to any person with an internet 

connection. As examples of this type of services are Gmail, 

YouTube and Google Maps. In the second method the user 

sends a huge scale of data to the cloud cluster along with the 

needed application codes for processing this data. Later, the 

cloud clusters process these data using the user’s application 

and return the results back to the user. It can be seen that in 

both methods the user’s applications and data locate (for some 

time) on the cloud environment, which is managed and 

organized by a third party, which may create a really big 

problem related to the privacy and policy issues [9]. 

Many people may confuse between the cloud technology and 

grid technology. A grid is a system that has the ability to 

manage and organize resources and services that are 

distributed across several control domains, utilize protocols 

and interfaces and supply high quality of service [8]. 

Grimshaw et.al. [11] defines grid computing as ―coordinated 

resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-

institution virtual organizations‖. The homogeneity within 

each data centre in the infrastructure is the main feature for 

the cloud computing compared to grid computing. But any 

conflict between a heterogeneous data centre and/or different 
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administration domains can become a serious issue for cloud 

interoperability and privacy. Cloud interoperability is 

generally about the ability of being able to work with other 

platforms and other applications not only in one environment 

but in most of cloud environments. On the other side, grids 

were originally established with the knowledge that resources 

infrastructure are dynamic and heterogeneous in their nature. 

This implies different organization with different 

administrative domains. This also means that security and 

privacy were taken into account from the beginning when the 

grid system was originally built. 

The infrastructure of the cloud normally depends on web 

models (over SSL) to establish and access account 

information for the external users, and allows them to change 

or reset their keys (passwords) with a new ones by email in 

what can be considered as unencrypted communication [16]. 

This means the privacy of the users’ data and ability to give 

the permissions to handle this data to a specific domains or 

users by the original data owner is less than expected. On the 

other hand, the situation in the grid environment is completely 

different, where the grid administrators or grid users can 

control the handling of their data or the permission and 

policies over their resources. Presently, the security paradigm 

for clouds appears to be less secure than the model in grids 

environment. Security is an essential element in cloud 

computing. For any Cloud environment, there should be 

methods to offer security, including authentication, 

authorisation and data encryption. It can be seen that the 

stages of anonymity and privacy provided by cloud to the 

external users will be less than the user of desktop in 

numerous situations [7].  

Our proposed framework introduces a solution that may solve 

the privacy issue by giving the policy of the users the control 

over their data. Policies are groups of regulations, standards 

and practices written by one or more owners of jobs or 

administrators of resources about how their resources, jobs or 

data can be handled and used. Policies decide how a job 

should be done, how security is applied in a domain and how 

an organization organizes, secures and distributes their 

resources. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The 

next section presents related works to cloud systems. Section 

three describes a new cloud model called Cloud Computing 

Deployment Models. The fourth section introduces our new 

framework while the fifth section describes the component of 

our cloud policy architecture and describes each component in 

details. In the last section we discuss future possibilities and 

conclude the paper. 

2. RELATEDWORKS 
Buyya et al.[4] describes cloud computing and presents the 

architecture for generating market oriented clouds by utilizing 

methods like Virtual Machines (VMs). Xiao et al.[25] uses 

web pages to small screen devices. This method depends on 

making use of the huge storage and computing resource of 

cloud computing to create a new wireless web access method. 

Vieira et al.[22] presents a way to detect intrusion in cloud 

and grid environment in which checking data is gathered from 

the cloud. In this solution every node detects local incidents 

that have the ability to present security abuses and be aware of 

the reset of the nodes. Each single Intrusion Detection System 

(IDS) together with other (IDS) contributes in intrusion 

detection. The system collects data from different sources, 

like the service, log system and node messages. The (IDS) 

service examines this data and employs detection methods 

based on user knowledge and behavior of earlier attacks. If it 

senses an intrusion, it employs the middleware’s 

communication methods to transmit alerts to the rest of the 

nodes. According to that, the (IDS) service improves the 

security level in the cloud by using two intrusion detection 

techniques. The behavior based method; which is used to 

evaluate current user actions to the normal behavior. The 

second method is the knowledge based method; which is used 

to identify known footprints belonging to the attacks or 

specific series of actions from a user which could symbolize 

an attack. 

3. CLOUD COMPUTING DEPLOYMENT 

MODELS 
This is a new model concept that can be divided into the 

following four famous models (but there might be other 

models that can be drawn from them) [5]: 

—Public: Services and resources are reachable to the public 

by using the internet. This environment emphasises the 

advantages of rationalization (as a user has the ability to 

utilize only the needed services and pay only for their use), 

operational simplicity (as the system is organized and hosted 

by a third party) and scalability. The main concern in this type 

of cloud environment is the security; since this environment is 

accessible to the public and user data in one stage is hosted by 

a third party. 

—Private: Services and resources are reachable within a 

private institute. This environment emphasises the advantages 

of integration, optimization of hardware deals and scalability. 

The main concern is the complexity, as this environment is 

organized and hosted by internal resources. Security is not a 

main issue compared to the public cloud as the services are 

reachable only through private and internal networks. 

—Community: Services and resources of this type are shared 

by various institutes with a common aim. It may be organized 

by one of the institutes or a third party [19]. 

—Hybrid: This type combines the methods from the private 

and public clouds. Where resources can be used either in a 

public or a private cloud environment [21]. The advantages 

and the concerns are a mixture of the earlier type. 

Another cloud technology which has become very popular 

recently is called Green Cloud Computing. It’s aim is to 

reduce resource consumption and yet fulfil quality of service 

needed and hold the resources switched off as long as 

possible. ―The advantages of such technology are lower heat 

production and power saving by employing server 

consolidation and virtualization technologies; since active 

resources (servers, network elements, and A/C units) that are 

idle lead to energy waste‖ [24, 23]. 

4. CLOUD POLICY: NEW FRAMEWORK 
Before the users can submit their data or run their applications 

on a certain source or system they may need to guarantee that 

this source or system has not been compromised which could 

result in their own application or data being stolen or which 

could result in asking for certain users to be allowed to access 

the service [15]. That means the user policy should be taken 

into account when taking the final decision. This paper is 

proposed a policy-managed cloud environment that addresses 

the user-submitted policy. Traditional authorization policy 

management frameworks act well in authorization policy for a 

single cloud environment that belongs to one administrator, 

where the contributing hosts grant the permission to follow a 

global authorization system. However most of policy 

management tools do not provide a clear support for sharing 
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resources between multiple cloud environments. Therefore; 

the question is:  

How to present a policy framework that can support the user 

policy and enforcing data policies in its designs to support 

multiple cloud environments? 

This paper is proposed a framework that provides the features 

of supporting the external User Policy (UP) along with 

enforcing policies for data movements within the cloud 

environment. Our framework simply depends on sending the 

user’s policy along with the user data and/or application(s). 

Figure (2) shows this process. Before the owners send their 

data or applications, they choose the user and/or the 

organizations that allow their data to be sent to them. Also the 

owners can choose to which country their data allowed to be 

stored or manipulated. This policy that been sent along with 

the owners’ data or application is traveled along with the data 

or application all the time. That means this policy should be 

applied all the time. 

 

             Fig. 2. Sending the Policy with the user data 

 

5. ARCHITECTURE COMPONENTS 
Our framework consists of two agents: Cloud Policy Agent 

(CPA) and Policy Management Agent (PMA). Figure (3) 

shows our agents. The (CPA) is the main agent in the cloud 

which arranges and contacts the policy agents for each 

organization. (PMA) is the Policy Agent that represents each 

organization. 

After the authorized cloud users submit their data or 

applications to the cloud environment the cloud system sends 

the users’ polices to the (CPA) which by its turn asks the 

Policy Management Agent (PMA) if the users’ policies allows 

its data or applications to be stored or manipulated in its 

servers, and if the (PMA) allow this specific user to 

manipulate their data on their servers. If all the policies passed 

throw the agents, in this case the data that been sent to cloud 

system can be stored or manipulated safely. 

At this point the privacy of the user’s data and applications 

have been guaranteed, and at the same time prevented some 

intruded users or organizations from making use of cloud 

system. This feature is another advantage of our framework. 

As it is not only gives the external user the ability to control 

their own data but also give the cloud system administrators 

the ability to choose their costumers and also creating black 

lists for some users, and that lists can be shared and 

exchanged between different cloud administrators to create 

some kind of earlier security step. 

 

                                Fig.3. Framework Agents 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORK 
Cloud computing technology is used as inexpensive systems 

to gather and utilize computational capability. Clouds consist 

of data centers which are owned by the same institute. But any 

conflict between heterogeneous data centers and/or different 

administration domains can become a serious issue for cloud 

interoperability and privacy. This paper suggests a new 

framework to solve the interoperability and privacy problem. 

In this paper a new dynamic policy management framework 

was presented, this framework has the capability to deal with 

policies of multiple cloud systems which organized by 

different administrators and at the same time has the feature of 

enforcing users’ policies for data and application within the 

cloud. Based on our contributions, we are confident that our 

framework for policy organizing may solve the privacy 

problem in cloud systems. Our future work is concerned with 

conducting more experiments on our framework to see the 

effect of the policies on the cloud systems. 
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